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Rot and Mildew in Grapes.

A correspondent of the Country 
Gentleman, who h:is given much nt- 

, ten!ion lately to the subject, of grape 
rot and mildew, treats it. at lengt h in 
the following terms:—

1. Rot and mildew and other fun 
guous growths van injuriously a fleet 

| plants of tho higher order, like the 
| grape, only when they are in a debili 
I tated condition and there is an inter- 
| rnption of the processes of elaboration 
i of the plastic material, during which 
elaboration the plant, by its vital 
functions, is enabled to resist the ad 
vance of germinating funguous spores.

This debilitated condition in the 
case of the grapevine is, as a general 
rule, brought about by two separate 
auses : First, the. partial exhaustion 

of the soil in the inorganic and or
ganic elements of plant food the 
grapevine, as well as any other fruit- 
heariny plant, demanding inorganic 
or mineral substances in the soil, and j 
notably the sails of potash and phos
phoric acid, together with a corres
ponding proportion of nitrogen and 
other organic substances, which are 
furnished partly from the soil, but 
chiefly from the atmosphere. The 
second cause of debilitation arisen 
from the sudden changes of tempera
ture. According to the distinguished * w 

botanist Sachs, all plants perform the 
functions of growth and developeraoiit 
between two detinite limits of tem
perature—limits which never fall be
low 32ul or the freezing point, on the 
one hand, or rise above 122w on the

make splendid crops, without the in
tervention of artificial heat. And so 
of the tender kinds of native grapes, 

hen they are trained along a wall, 
and more or less protection afforded
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other. Thus the vital functions of 
the plant may be partially arrested, 
intercepted, or at least rendered loss 
active, by extremes of temperature 
which in case oi those plants most 
affected by rot and mildew will be 
found to be between 50u and 113 
Hut during the processes of growth, 
the transformation of plant food from 
its crude state into plastic material, 
and its assimilation by the plant 
takes place most actively aud health
fully at something near the mean of 
the two temperatures, say at 80e" 
these processes being slackened and 
tiually arrested as the temperature 
falls on the one hand, or rises on the 

other.
3. The functions of the plant being

sale of which, he 
fiie payment of 

r cash expenses,
by projecting roofs or partial cover of and wv believe that sheep husbandry 
anything, which, while il does nob will answer this'purpose., hotter than 
deprive them of food, light or heat, any branch <»l stock raising, 
nterferes with the fall of heavy dews Some have gone into sheep Ims- 
nd active evaporation and radiation, bandry ami I'ailvl ol'success, hut . wv 

these vines more or less successfully believe !Im' in mo t va 
escape mildew and rot. ures have been due t<

arcful and systematic.
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that would be benefitted by plowing i to time drawn up around it. It is not 
twelve inches deep, but they are necessary to hold the planta after the 
scarce.’ The rule may be said to he: first operation. The only precautions 
‘ Never turn up over one or two inches are, not to earth up too much at a 
of unfertile subsoil in one season ; time, and to be sure that the earth m 
and when so turned up the land tine, and not lumpy or cloddy. Care 
should receive a dressing of ma- should also be exercised to prevent 
nure.’ " any earth from getting between the

, . ' _ ! ’ stems of the outer and inner leaves.
Washing and Shearing Sheep. ! _________, , —t . _________

Berkewire Swine.

ind beep 1

thing I

ni'b mutton and do*h- keep that will pay better, if as well, j basin is formed below a certain line
d till •. bo must keep The mountain is the natural habitat I in which water will settle and remain

of the sheep and other things being until it can escape by evaporation, 
equal, hill or mountain pastures are ! The result in such cases must he poor 
to he preferred, but the sheep lias ! crops, mqch poorer than if such land
been so long domesticated that his * * " Tk~-:.........
natural habits have somewhat change^ 
and as a rule, he will do well any
where, whore there is enough of feed 
and good water. Another requisite

We question the policy of making 
any pretence ol washing sheep. We| The following are the approved 
believe the practice often results in points and marks of Berkshire Swine : 
injury to the sheep, and, from thé Color black, with white on feet, 
manner in which it is done, but in- face> tip of tail, and occasional splash 
creates the difficulty of determining on the arm. While a small spot of 
the ime value of the wool. It is the white on some other part of the body 
next thing to impossible to wash does not argue on impurity of blood, 
sheep in cold water anything like yet, it is to be discouraged, to the end 
«dean without keeping them in the that uniformity of color may be at- 
water so long as to imperil their tained by breeders. White upon one 
ii»alth, and the amount ot dirt re- eHr, or a bronze or copper spot on 
moved generally depends upon the Home part of the body, argues no itn- 
hnnesty of the washer. Even if the purity, but rather a reappearing of 
"wner of the flock is honest, his em- original colors. Markings of white - 
ployees may not he, and the result is other than those named above are sus- 
tliat many lots of wool claiming to be pjcious, and a pig so marked should 
washed contain nearly as groat a be rejected. Face short, fine and well 
proportion of dirt as others which dished , broad between the eyes ; ears 
make no pretence of washing. If generally almost erect, but sometimes 
buyers would generally agree to dis- inclined forward with advancing age, 
courage the practice ot washing sheep, Bmall, thin, soft, and showing veins ; 
the matter of buying wool would be j0Wj fu||; neck short and thick ; 
simplified. shoulder short, from neck to middling

We have had considérable practice j deep from back down ; back broad and 

in washing sheep, and we have sel- gtraight, or a very little arched ; ribs 
dom participated in such an operation j long and well sprung, giving rotundity
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Mi rested by a too high or too low Lem- 
j perature, it is deprived of the power 
of resisting the attacks of fungi, and 
an approach to both these extremes 
ot temperature favors the develop
ment of certain fungi, the assaults of 
which are made when the grapevine 
has the least power of resistance, and 
the fungi have the greatest power for 
aiiack. Thus the grapevine, under 
ordinary methods of cultivation, 
not only sufficiently fed with potash 
phosphoric acid and other mineral 
substances, but it is also made to suf
fer from the debilitating efleets and 
influences of a high temperature at 
mid-day and a low one at night. In 
fact, the vine is subjected to slarva 
lion and exposure both, and it is not 
strange the result is almost universal 
mildew or rot.

4. The vine districts of Ohio, Indi
ana, Illinois and Missouri, so tar as 
climate is concerned, are liable to 
great extremes ol temperature be
tween summer and winter, and also 
between one summer or wintey and 
another. The same wide divergencies 
vharaclarize the atmospheric condi
tions in summer—sometimes the vine 
having to submit to blazing hot and 
humid days, with cool, or even cold 
and dewy nights, and in others to un
dergo the trying ordeal of heat and 
drouth, with the mercury at 120w to j 
I25v at 2 o'clock, and twelve or four
teen hours thereafter to a fall of 404 
or 5<r

5. The development and growth 
of rot and mildew are found to be most 
pronounced and active where these 
changes of temperature and atmos
phere are most marked. During and 
after electrical storms, with heavy 
rains, interrupted or followed by 
hursts of sunshine which almost scald, 
and followed by warm and wet, or 
cool and very dewy nights, both rot 
and mildew immediately appear in 
their most active and virulent forms. 
Un the contrary, where the summer 
season is long, warm anil dry, but not 
too dry, where all the conditions are 
adverse to lunguuus growth, then the 
grapevine is making a comparatively 
low growth, and ripens wood and 

fruit equally well.
6. So, when foreign and tender va

rieties of grapes are planted out ot 
doors, though ample soil and border 
preparations are made for them, and 
complete winter protection a Horded, 
they sooner or later sutler and suc
cumb to rot or mildew. Rut. 
those same vines are given 
and are protected from night dews, 
radiation and evaporation, and

»

7. But oven when the conditions ol 
soil and temperature are best suited 
to the vine, as on the grapo-produc- 

g islands of Lake Frio, the vine 
now rots and mildews nearly as badly 
as elsewhere, notwithstanding there 
is no perceptible change in the winter 
or summer temperature, or in the 
tiygromotio condition of the atmos
phere. For twenty five years grapes' 
were grown on the same spot success
fully, without manure* or fertilizers 
ot any kind. During the earlier part 
of this term, rot and mildew wore 
scarcely known, hut in later years 
both have developed to such an extent 
that their crops have become almost 
total failures. This state of affairs 
seems to point to the important con 
sidération that while soil, situation 
aud temperature have much to do 
with successful grape growing, the 
main point is to keep the soil up t<> 
its original fertility, hy the liberal 
use of fertilizers, especially the -alts 
oi potash, lime and phosphoric acid, j 

8. Successful grape growing then 
seems to depeud on two important 
conditions: The soil must he kept in 
a state to afford all needed organic; 
and inorganic elements of plant food, ! 
and in unfavorable seasons some con
trivance must be used to prevent mil
dew or rot, by protecting the vine 
from heavy dews and sudden change* 
of temperature, between the day and 
night. Those deliciou* table grapes, 
the Chassels in variety, and the Mus
cats and Ham burgs, with which the 
tables ot the wealthy ol Fans are sup
plied, are mostly grown in the neigh 
borhood of Fontainbleau, near that 
city, in the open air. But the vine* 
are trained after a peculiar system, 
on stone walls about seven feet high, 
having a metal or wooden coping pro
jecting about 40 inches. This wall 
and coping are said lu be equal in the 
matter of grape ripening, to a south
ing of two and a half degrees of lati
tude, independent of the insurance 
which they afford against heavy dew.-, 
too sudden evaporation, and the frosts 
which are apt to follow from active 
radiation.

In conclusion, it tuny be added that 
several more strong points may be 
made by more or less clearly pointing 
out how our grape propagation has 
had an inevitable tendency to weaken 
the vine, and finally to destroy its 
constitution, hardiness and vigor 
Most hardy native sorts sutler from 
mildew and rot in direct proportion 
to the length of time they have been 
propogated, and bought ami sold a* 
common stock, in the commercial 
nurseries of the country. In the pro
pagation of the vine there arc certain 
well known principles which must 
govern in practice, or the result will 
be a rapid deterioration of the vine, 
and its final extinction.

which the hi 
husbandry <1 
sources bulb 
fully ruii'i iv 
of the «-airri 
quality "I th

were ploughed shallow. Drainage is 
what such soil needs and then the 
plow can be put down with impunity. 
Another condition which will not ad
mit of deep plowing is when the soil 

the e fail- is plenty of shade trees where they is thin and the subsoil is gravelly and 
the lack ol ; can retire in hot weather. We desire! worthless. This condition, however, 
aiiagement j to emphasize this latter point, for is susceptible of being improved upon,

for by a thorough system of subsoil- 
ing and manuring the depth of the 
soil and its producing capacity van be 

Not every farmer

in summer 
In lowland

-iiu": requires. Sheep j sheep will- not thrive 
rive* its profits from two where this is neglected, 
id which must be care- pastures this is the only substitute

I, the early maturity possible tor the lower temperature i greatly increased 
- an t the quantity and and cool breezes which his natural i js able, either for lack of team or 
• wool. In these day* home, the mountains afford. , dressing or both, to treat his shallow

without having our indignation arous
ed hy the cruel, brutal way in whicl 
some of the men employed would 
seize the sheep by their wool plunge 
them into cold water, nearly strang
ling them, handling them so roughly 
as to cause them unnecessary fright 
and suffering, and finally turn them 
out upon the banks so weakened by 
their treatment as to fall down in the

of body ; short ribs of good length, 
giving breadth and levelness of loin ; 
hips good length from point of hips 
to rump ; hams thick, round and deep, 
holding their thickness well back aud 
down to the hocks ; tail fineand small, 
set on high up; legs short and fine, 
but straight and very strong, with 
hoofs erect and legs set wide apart ; 
size medium ; offal very light ; hair

and markets, the former. The winter management of sheep 
I objet of the producer, is of still greater importance, for fatal 

and 1 ’> 1 .r._;L vuluuLlw • «liscasep rarely prevail in a flock while
be regarded a .-u!i>idiary It. should they are in the pasture. It is when 
he the ul'|<:< l ol the breeder thcrelore, they are subjected by the rigor ot our | face and subsoils do not materially 
in the !ir*t place to -elect his breeds climate, to confinement at the barn ; differ ; such are deep clay loams and 

to the quality ol their that they are the most liable to dis- j soils formed by a deep deposit of alia-

soils in this way, and unless it can be 
done, shallow plowing is much the 
best.

There is some land where the sur-

! railway 
s the gran

with referent , v
mutton, and .second, for the quality of ease. They should not be kept too( vian. A good example of the former 
their wool I laving selected a good warm nor yet exposed to driving may be found in Arestook, on the 
lueod, the one that combines ns nearly storms. '\ hey require and must have Kennebec ffiver, and other places, and 
as pos-ible, the qualities ol good mut- un abundance oi fresh air. ISheep are qf the latter on the broad belts of in
ton ami -o'»d wool, everything do- naturally so well protected from the terval or bottom lands which are found 
pends on the breeder as to whether cold, that except in the case of cold on the Adroseoggin,

all
ntmuu to impiuve or i 
deteriorate and

In tiuvh soils
and driving storms they prefer to re- the plow may run deep and the effect 

run ! main outside. But they should always j will be to bring to the surface and to 
have a warm shelter with a tight roof i the favorable action of the rain, air 
where they can retire at will. A1 and sunshine, those elements of fer- 

1 renching rain in winter is damaging tility which have heretofore been be
hold a I vond the reach of the plant. Such

In* flock >h.ili 
whel hei H .-I 
oui.

In bi'dving over ;i flock <d sheep, it 
»vUI :tlm"M always he observed that
M.mvd' the animal ,the food arid treat- to sheep, as their fleeces will hold a ! yond the reach of the plant,
ment being pre-i < !y alike, will fatten large amount of water which will re- land when plowed deeply will stand
much more* • « lily than othei . There 1 quire a long time to dry out. Karly a drouth much much better than when
m ilie suite attvnti m paid io one that cut hay is better for sheep, and ic plowed shallow, because the roots can
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fact for any kind of stock. Provender I penetrate into the subsoil where they 
such as shorts, oats, beans, and espe- will find moisture long after the sur- 
vially roots, should be judiciously fed. face has become dry and parched.
It is better not to have too many It should be remembered that it will] 
sheep in one yard. from se\ - jy double the dressing to fertilise
live to a hundred is about the extreme lttnd that lti p|OWed to the depth of a 
number that will do well together. j foot than when it is plowed six inches, 

The breed of sheep to be kept and the converse is likewise true that 
must depend largely upon the situ-1 when wo plow only five inches we

exhaust the soil in half the time that 
we do vvhen we plow ten inches deep, 
but the mechanical improvement 
brought abîmé by deep plowing and 
thorough pulverizing, gives much 
more freedom and greater feeding 
room to the roots ot plants and is an 
advantage which should he taken into 

If his desire j account. From this brief discussion

ation and object of the breeder. ' 
If he lives near a city or large village,
• h <m the line of the railroad, he can 
probably do better in raising sheep 
tor mutton than for wool. In that 
ease the Votswolds and South Downs 
are the host. But these produce good 
though not the finest wool, and are
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will carefully pro- 
« iple of the selection 
will soon tind t hat lie 
any inferior anima
lalitics ol hi* shetq

there is no
thing better than the Merino, though 
this animal is less hardy than some 
othei kinds. —.1 fain, Farmer.

Deop and Shallow Ploughing.

Il Id an old and true saying that

of the question, the following may be 
deduced : Wet lands should not be 
plowed deep until they have been 
thoroughly drained. Thin soils with 
a gravelly and worthless subsoil 
should not he plowed deep with the 
expectation of present profit, but sub
soiling and heavy manuring for a

mud, to bo again seized and plunged , due and ■ no bristles ; skin pliable.
under the water to rinse off the mud, I _______ .__________________
We think the sooner such washing is | Coloring Butteir
discontinued the better it will be fur 
the sheep husbandry of the country.

Now, the next question, after hav
ing decided about washing, is, when 
should sheep be shorn ? If allowed 
to wear their fleeces too late in the 
season, they will suffer from heat, 
and if deprived of them too early, 
they will be rendered uncomfortable, 
and possibly subjected tp severe colds 
from cold snaps, and perhaps from 
cold storms. As farmers used to 
manage their flocks, the safer way 
undoubtedly was to allow the sheep 
to retain their fleeces until warm 
weather is fully established, say about 
the middle of June. But flock mas
ters take better care of their sheep 
now than they did twenty or thirty 
years ago, when they did not seem to 
he fully convinced that shelter is ! 
necessary, and would have laughed at 
the idea of yarding and housing sheep 
in summer to protect them from cold 
nights or cold storms. Now our 
most successful flock masters have 
suitable yards and sheds and conveni
ences for yarding thorn when the 
weather is unfavorable, and knowing 
the danger of exposing the shorn 
sheep to the influences of cold changes, 
will take the to yard them, and pro
perly teed them till more auspicious 
weather returns.

With such careful attention to the 
welfare of the may be advis
able to shear earlier in the season, 
and so relieve the animals of their 
oppressive burdens before they will 
he likely to experience many very 
warm days. We think if the farmer 
is careful to house his flock in un
favorable weather, its welfare will be 
promoted by shearing the latter part 
of May, or at least quite early in 
June.

How to Manage Celery.
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Hints on Sheep Huubaiulry 

..I tinIt should he the object «»( i fir t.'irm 
to keep those domestic :mim:il< which fiav 
will pay the best for the food tficy ■<!«•.• 
consume. A certain amount, of even com 
kind of stock is necessary for carrying m.u: 
on the farm, anil this the farmer mu t firm- 

shelter, ! keep without regard to direct profit, si 
He must have horses and oxen lbr rcq> 

other ] doing the work, cows to supply tfio age
and cheese.
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ciremnstances alter cases, and there series of years will greatly increase 
i> nothing to which it applies with ! its capacity for crops, aud proportion- 
greater force than to the question of ally, the value of the land. For pre- 
dvep or shallow ploughing. It is a ! sent profit, such lands must be lightly! 
question which lias been much dis-1 plowed. Deep clay loams and al

ls, ' cussed among farmers, one upon 1 luvial soils, van be plowed deep and j 
which there ha.* been a great diversity ; their fertility and capacity will ho 
..I opinion and yet it is one which thereby increased. From the New 
every Iarmer must settle for himself, j York <)!•.<• rrer we clip the following 
A few years ago extreme deep plough- sensible remarks bearing upon this 
mg was strongly advocated by the subject
agricultural press, and many went so | “ Some twenty years ago there was
far a* to insist upon a depth of ten , a mania among the agricultural theur- 
ti < hv* . i a loot for all soils. The ! ists for deep plowing. Every farmer, 
iv-nil was what ought to have been j it was said, had a farm under his 
cxpeeled , on some lands it worked | lands of great value, whore the plow 
admirably, while other fields were had not yet reached. No matter what 
nearly spoiled for present use. So the clmracter of the surface and the 
far as the average of New England| subsoils were, the plow should go in 

'•il* is concerned, this dogma was to its beam. But these men are be- 
tlie greatest nonsense and farmers ginning to get their eyes open. Mr. 
were imt long in finding it out. Tbej t-Jeo. E. Waring, Jr., in speaking of 

■’extreme depth advocated then has the results often years’ management 
proved too much even for the prairie ! of ‘ Ogden farm,’ says: ‘ About six
soils., 

pluug

adverse atmospheric influences, they | family with milk, buLei

•iifi -, Iv. id to very soils.of the west where extreme deep 
11i'iig has gone out of fashion.

Wv believe in deep ploughing,
■ fill when circumstances will admit of it, 

rvq>! i • . I careful man- but almost everything depends upon
agvmvtii fiu! hen well managed, the nature of the soil. Most certainly, 
there ii no stuck that the farmer can deep ploughing will not do when a

fi.

acres wore, some seven or eight years 
ago, plowed about twelve inches deep. 
The subsoil of blue clay, which was 
brought to the surface, was a lasting

Set celery m shallow furrows, drawn 
four feet apart by a -light plow. The 
plants should he six inches apart in 
the row, and pains should be taken to 
have the soil pressed firmly about the 
lower part of the root. If the ground 
is thoroughly moistened at the time 
of planting, there is no occasion for 
shading the plants. All that is neces
sary in the way of culture for some 
time after transplanting is to keep the 
soil well stirred between the rows. 
When the plants have attained a 
height of from ten to fifteen inches, 
commence the operation of “ earthing 
up.” The soil is first thoroughly’ 
loosened upon either side of the rowir; 
then as all the leaves of each plant 
are gathered together and held in an 
upright position, the soil is gradually’ 
drawn around it to the height of 
several inches. The operation is very 
simple, yet. like everything else, re
quires some experience before it can 
be skilfully done. lu our own 
practice, we have found that three 
mon, or two men aud a boy, working 
together, perform the work in the 
cheapest and best manner, one man 
standing upon each side of the row, 
and w ilh a hoe d raw i u g

A dairyman asks whether we regard 
it as a morally’ right to color butter, 
aud thereby deceive the purchaser 
into believing its tine color indicates 
its excellence? We think our corres
pondent too morbidly sensitive on 
this point altogether. As butter 
made at the season when the grasses 
are at their best, has naturally a light 
golden color, and its flavor and aroma 
are then the finest, the consumer very 
innocently7 connects, the fine flavor 
with the color, and refuses to believe 
butter good unless bearing this pleas
ing tint. Now, as the natural color
ing matter has no taste, and really 
has nothing in itself to do with the 
flavor, the color at its best is only an 
ornament. And when consumers 
insist upon this fictitious mode|of valu
ation, what is even the conscientious 
butter maker to do? As a fictitious 
test is insisted upon,, the butter 
maker has no alternative but to allow 
the consumer the pleasure of tasting 
his butter through his imagination— 
when, looking upon its rich golden 
tint, he can smell the clover blosoms 
in January. Why should he be de
prived of this pleasure ? No, it ap
pears to us that the butter making is 
only responsible for the use of a harm
less substance, which, while it does 
no injury, will add to the consumer’s 
happiness as well as the producer’s 
profits.—Ej.

Training the Tomato.

A report of the Maine Pomolugical 
Society contains an account of a novel 
method of training the tomato plant. 
Stakes, seven or eight feet long, were 
inserted in the ground the last of 
May, three feet apart, in a warm, 
sheltered location, and strong tomato 
plants wore procured, which had been 
started undey glass, and contained
one or two blossom buds. These were 
planted near the stakes. The plant 
was then tied to the stake with listing, 
and all the side branches which had 
pushed at the axillar or angles formed 
by the separation of the leaves were 
pinched or cut out with scissors, so 
as to compel the plant to grow on a 
single stem ; and every week during 
the season these branches were re
moved, and the stems from time to 
time were tied to the stake. IVhen a 
sufficient number of clusters had been 
formed, the remainder were removed, 
so as to concentrate the whole energies 
of theiplaiV, tojthe growth and ripening 
tomatoes ; and the heaviest branches 
were supported by tying them to 
stakes. As the result, the ripening 
of the tomato by this method is ac
colera tsd, and its flavor is improved 
because every’ part of the plant is ex
posed to the free action of the sun 
and air. It is not soiled by7 coming 
in contact with the ground , is not so 
apt to decay’, and more ripe tomatoes 
can be raised in a limited space ; hut 
it requires constant care and industry

The June report of the Illinois De- 
the earth I)artment of Agriculture shows an in-

injury to the land. It still shows the about the plants, which are hold in ! voeTcrm o^er TsiS° ThTcrops" arc 

ill effect of the treatment, in spite of proper position by the third. As the in a much better, condition than last 
timejand manure. There are some soils [ celery grows, more earth is from time year*


